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Abstract

some problem specific information. In the latter stream,
particular examples are VC-entropy [13], empirical VCdimensions [14], efficient complexity [15] and a VCformalism with error shells [7, 8, 9]. The last formalism
is based on a refinement of the “fundamental theorem
of computational learning” [2] and its main innovation
is to split the set of partitions of a training sample into
separate “error shells”, each composed of error vectors
corresponding to the different error values. The evaluation of the potential of this formalism is of central
interest to this work. Since the VC-formalism with error
shells can be reduced to the theory developed in [4] in
the case of “finite hypothesis space”, we have at least
one example of a neural network with discrete synaptic
weights (Ising perceptron) showing that the new formalism offers a significant improvement over the classical
VC-theory. The aim of this paper is to provide such an
evaluation in the case of a neural network with continuous synaptic weights and continuous sample space. The
particular learning problem studied here is the consistent
learning of a constant function by 1-dimensional higher
order neuron, which is a polynomial in one variable with
superimposed ordinary hard threshold.

In this paper we present a case study of a 1-dimensional
higher order neuron using a statistical approach to learning theory which incorporates some information on the
distribution on the sample space and can be viewed as
a modification of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis formalism
(VC-formalism). We concentrate on learning curves defined as averages of the worst generalization error of
binary hypothesis consistent with the target on training
samples as a function of the training sample size. The
true learning curve is derived and compared against estimates from the classical formalism and its modification.
It is shown that the modified VC-formalism improves
the VC-learning curve by a factor of 3 and also produces a meaningful result for small training sample sizes
where VC-bounds are void.

1

Introduction

It has been observed on a number of occasions that universal bounds on learning curves and other related predictions from VC-formalism are relatively poor, at least
for some cases of neural networks. In particular, certain experiments with a backpropagation network for
hand-printed character recognition [10] show that very
high generalization can be achieved with the training
sample size lower than the number of synaptic weights,
while the VC-bounds will give estimates of the training
sample size the of order of hundreds times the number of synaptic weights. Similarly, the learning theory
based on statistical physics (c.f. [4, 16] and references
therein) shows the existence of “phase transitions” to
perfect generalization at low training samples (1.2-1.4
 number of synaptic weights for the Ising perceptron),
a phenomenon which is not captured by the classical
VC-formalism. The conclusion is that an adequate theory of learning and generalization is still an open issue. Two main streams of research in that direction can
be noted in the recent publications: theory of learning
based on concepts from statistical physics [1, 4, 16], and
modifications of the VC-formalism via incorporation of

2 Summary of the VC-formalism
with error shells
We present the results in the typical PAC-style; the notation follows [2, 7, 9, 8]. We consider a space X
of samples with a probability measure , a subspace
H of all binary functions (dichotomies) X ! f0 1g
called the hypothesis space and a target hypothesis
t 2 H . For each h 2 H and each m-sample ~ =
(x1 ::: xm) 2 X m , where m 2 f1 2 :::g, we denote

x

def 1 Pm
= m i=1 jt ; hj(xi) the empirical error of
R
h on ~x, and by h def
= X jt ; hj(x) (dx) the expected
by h ~x

error of h 2 H .
For each m 2
variable

f1 2 :::g let us consider the random

def
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defined as the maximal expected error of an hypothesis
def
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dke j
h 2 H consistent with t on ~ . The learning curve of H , where A k  =
defined as the expected value of max
H ,
k > 0 and A 0  def
= 1.
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def
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H (m) = E X m H ] =
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Obviously any upper bound (approximation) on co+k
efficients jHjm
j will lead to a new upper bound (approximation) on the learning curve via relation (5). It
can be shown [9] that under some such crude bounds
on jHjm
i the inequality (7) reduces either to the basic
estimate of the VC-formalism (c.f. [2])

is of central interest to us.
Upper bounds on the learning curve can be derived
from basic PAC-style estimates as follows. For   0
we denote by H = fh
-bad hypothesis and by
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2 H  h  g the subset of

m (Qm )  22;m=2(2em=dV C )dV C 


Qm def
=

where dV C <
union bound ,

f~x 2 X m  9h2H h x~ = 0g
= f~x 2 X m  9h2H h ~x = 0 & h  g(3)

1 is the VC-dimension of H , or to the

m (Qm ) 


the subset of m-samples for which there exists an -bad
hypothesis consistent with t. It can be shown [8] that if

(8)

X

h2H

(1 ; h )m 

if H has finite cardinality. The union bound is the start(4) ing point for the statistical physics based formalism developed in [4]. In this sense both these theories are
then
unified in this upper bound (7), all their conclusions can
def 1
derived from it and possibly improved with the use
av
H (m)   (m) = min(1 ( m)) (d) (5) be
of
tighter
bounds on jH jm
i ’s. On the other hand, sensi0
ble approximations to jH jm
i (rather than strict bounds
and equality in the assumption implies equality in the
which are difficult to derive in general) could lead to a
conclusion. The central issue from now on is to develop
reasonable approximate theory of learning curves which
useful upper bounds ( m) on m (Qm
).

could capture at least certain qualitative properties of
Given ~ = (x1  ::: xm) 2 X m it is convenient to
learning curves.
introduce the transformation (projection)  t ~x : H !
f0 1gm allocating to each h 2 H a vector

m (Qm )  ( m)


Z

x

3 Case of a 1-dimensional higher
order neuron

t x~ (h) def
= (jh(x1) ; t(x1)j ::: jh(xm) ; t(xm )j)
from f0 1gm called the error pattern of h on ~
x. The
space f0 1gm of all error patterns is the disjoint union of
def
error shells Eim = f(1  ::: m)  1 +    + m = ig,
where i = 0 1 ::: m. Let jt ~x(H) \ Eim j denote the
number of different error patterns in the i-th error shell
which can be obtained for h 2 H . We shall employ

def

We consider X = (0 1) R (the open segment) with
defined as the uniform probability distribution. The
hypothesis space H f0 1gX is defined as the set of
all functions of the form p(x), where p is a polynomial
of degree  d on R, and is the hard threshold function.
1 only. It is easy
the special notation for its average called generically the We consider the constant target t
to
see
that
H
restricted
to
any
finite
subset of (0 1)
average error shell size of H:
is exactly the restriction of the family of all piecewise
~ f0 1g(0 1) with up to d “jumps”
constant functions H
jHjmi def
= X m jt x~ (H ) \ Eim j]
between 0 and 1. Thus it is easily seen that the VC=
jt ~x(H ) \ Eim j m (d~ ): (6) dimension of H is dV C = d+1. The VC-theory learning
Xm
curve (5) given by the upper bound (8) is plotted in Fig. 1
The central result for this paper, an estimate of the (top solid line).
form (4), is obtained by modification of the proof of
[7, Theorem 1] which is a refinement of the proof of
3.1 True learning curve
the “fundamental theorem of computational learning” in
[2]. It is a simplified version (to the consistent learning Given a generic ~ 2 (0 1)m, let 0 < y1  y2  ::: 
case) of the basic estimate discussed in [9, 6, 8]; the full ym < 1 be entries of ~ in ascending order. Let k (~ )
proof is beyond the scope of this paper and is given in denote the sum of the k largest among m + 1 segments
[6].
(0 y1) (y1  y2) ::: (ym 1), respectively. Similarly, let
~ k (~ ) denote the sum of k largest among m ; 1 segments
Theorem 1 For any integer k  0 and 0      1 (y  y ) ::: (y
1 2
m;1 ym ). Then
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max
H (~x) = max ~d=2 (~x) y1 + 1 ; ym + ~d=2;1 (~x)
if d is even and

(7)
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max
H (~x) = max y1 + ~bd=2c (~x) 1 ; ym + ~bd=2c (~x)

y1 + 1 ; ym + ~bd=2c;1 (~x)
if d is odd. Consequently

learning curve for D m i . In particular we have an
obvious upper bound

jHjmi  jH jmi def
=

Z

Xm

jt ~x(H) \ Eim j m (d~x):

m
m
(9) The coefficients jH ji and thus the jH ji -learning curves
can be calculated exactly. We now outline these calculaAn explicit expression for the expected value of k is tions and then derive tight bounds on the jH j m
i -learning
curve.
known [11]:
With probability 1 an m-sample ~ = (x1  ::: xm)
m
+1
from
X m is such that xi 6= xj for i 6= j . For such a
k
1
E( k ) = m + 1 1 +
generic ~
j 
bd=2c (~x)  H

max (~x)  bd=2c+1 (~x):

0
@

x

1
X A

x

j =k+1

jt ~x(H) \ Eim j = const = jH jmi:

thus a very tight two sided bound on the true learning
the following relacurve av
H (m) defined by (2) can be obtained (tight within This observation was used to derive
tions for the computation of jH j m
< 200=d %):
i:


+1
1  av (m) 
bd=2c 1 + mX
H
m+1
j
j =bd=2c+1

c+1 1+
 bd=2
m+1

mX
+1

jH jmi =



1 :
j =bd=2c+2 j

min(X
d m;1)

=0

jH~ () jmi + jH~ () jmm;i 

(11)

jH~ () jmi , for  = 0 1 ::: d,
~ (0)jm0 =
We initialize jH
def
jH~ (1)jmi = 1 for i = 1 ::: m ; 1, jH~ (1)jm0 =
= 0 for i = 0 1 ::: m,
jH~ (1)jmm def
= 0 and jH~ () jmi def
 = 2 3 ::: d, and then, recurrently, for   2 we set
P ;1
~ (;1)jki;m+k if  is odd
jH~ ()jmi def
= mk=max(
 m;i) jH
P
~ () jmi def
and jH
= mk=;1 jH~ (;1)jki if  is even. (Here
jH~ ()jmi is defined by the relation (6) with the target

(10) for 0  i  m, where
is defined as follows.

The corresponding upper bound on the true learning
curve is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom solid line).

t 1 for the hypothesis space H () H~ composed of
functions having the value 1 near 0 and exactly  jumps
~ ; similarly as for H ,
in (0 1), exactly at entries of x
jH ()jmi = j1 ~xH () \ Eim j for a generic m-sample
x~ 2 (0 1)m.)
The jH jm
i learning curves are shown in Fig. 1 for
d = 20; evaluations the bound (7) were restricted to
k  2m. The bound depends only weakly on k but very
strongly on  and the (empirically) optimal  turns out
to be equal to  (c.f. the solid center line with the chain

FIG. 1. Exact learning curves for 1 dimensional line in Fig. 1).
higher order neuron. In the top-down order: (i) VCcurve from the upper bound (8), (ii) jH j m
i learning curve 3.3 Learning curves based on approximafor k = m and  = =2 (chain line), (iii) jH j m
i learning
tions of j jm
i
m
curve for k = m and  = , (iv) jH ji learning curve
for k = 2m and  =  (dotted line), and (v) the upper Analyzing the embedding of R into R d and using an
argument based on the Vandermonde determinant as in
bound on the true learning curve given by (10).
[5, 12], it can be proved that the partition function of
H [2], H (m) def
= max~x2X m j0 ~x(H)j, is equal to
j

(H)
j
with
probability
1, and is given by Cover’s
3.2 Learning curves based on exact values t ~x
counting function [3]
m

H

Hi

of j

j

m
X

d
X



m;1 :
In order to simplify our language, from now on if we
j
H jmi = 2

(m)
=
(12)
H
have an upper bound jHjm

D
(or
approximation
i
mi
i
i
=0
i
=0
m
jHji D m i ) then the learning curve m 7!  (m)
defined by RHS of inequality (5) and the bound (7) with This equality gives an independent cross-check of nuD m i substituted for jH jmi will be called shortly the merical calculations of the coefficients jH jmi. It also
3

allows us to calculate “the average density of error pat- useful for qualitative explanation of different properties
of learning curves. In our considerations we have used
terns”:
H (m)1;j1;2i=mj! where !  1 is a real parameter
P
PH (m) def
= m jt ~x(H)j=2m m (d~ ) = H (m)=2m : referred to as an order of uniformity [6, 8]. This has lead
X
to the family of approximations
jH jmi C m PH (m)1;j1;2i=mj! 
(13)

Z

x

 
i

for 0  i  m and different values of ! and the constant
C . In Fig. 2 we plot examples of such approximations
for the selected values of ! = 1 2 3 4 and C = 1. By
inspection we find that the approximation for ! = 2 is
the best. The learning curve for ! = 2 is shown in
Fig. 3.a (the lower solid curve). For comparison we plot
also the learning curve for the approximation (13) with
C = 105 (the upper solid curve). Both learning curves
approximate quite well the exact jH jm
i -learning curve
for relatively small m (0  m  12dV C = 12(d + 1)),
then overestimate it. Note that in the whole range of
plotted values these estimates are better than the VClearning curve, especially for small m (m < 12dV C )
where VC-learning curve is trivial, i.e. 1.

FIG. 2. Plots of exact values of coefficients jH jm
i
(solid line) and some of its approximations given by
(13) for C = 1 and ! = 1 2 3 4 1 (top to bottom
order). Note that for ! = 1 (long chain line) we have
m P (m).
here the approximation jHjm
i
i H

;

In Fig. 2 we plot values of jH jm
i as a function of
i=m along with some approximations to it. We observe that for “large” error shells (in terms of their
cardinality jEim j = mi ), i.e. for i=m
1=2, we
m
m


have jH jm
P
(m)
jE
j
=
P
(m)
.
In this
H
H
i
i
i
sense PH (m) determines the maximal value of jH jm
i.
However for error shells of smaller cardinality, i.e. for
i 6 m=2, we observe a gradual departure form this relation (compare the solid curve and the long chain curve
in Fig. 2). In particular, for i=m = 0 1 we have jH jm
i
equal to 1 (since t 2 H ) rather than 1  PH (m) (which is
10;33 in the case of Fig. 2.a). One may heuristically
interpret this fact as an apparent increase of the density
of error patterns for small error shells, from PH (m) to
1 as ji=m ; 1=2j increases from 0 to 1/2. It is natural
to try some simple heuristic “corrections” to the density
which display this type of behavior. The ultimate aim
of such heuristic approximations is to possibly capture
a general dependence which can be later used to model
more complex neural systems as well. It could also be

;

;

FIG. 3. (a) Approximation and upper bound on the

jH jmi learning curve (center dotted line). Top and bottom

dotted lines show the VC-curve and the true learning
curve, respectively. Solid lines are for the approximation
(13) with ! = 2 and C = 10 5 1 (the top-bottom order).
Upper bounds implied by the inequality (14) for ! =
 set to the smallest possible constant
2 3 4 with C(m)
are given by the chain, broken and long broken lines,
respectively. The values of such constants are plotted in
Figure (b). We have used here consistently k = m and
 =  to derive all these plots.
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In Fig. 3.a we also plot the upper bound on the jH j m
ilearning curve implied by the estimates

 m   1;j1;2i=mj!

jH jmi  C(m)

i PH (m)

[4] D. Haussler, M. Kearns, H.S. Seung, and
N. Tishby. Rigorous learning curve bounds from
statistical mechanics. In Proc. 7th Annual ACM
Conf. on Computational Learning Theory, pages
76–87, 1994.

(14)

 is the smallest constant
for 0  i  m=2, where C(m)
satisfying this inequality for ! = 2 3 4. In Fig. 3.b we
 . Note that the upper bounds on the
plot values of C(m)
jH jmi learning curve obtained in this way for ! = 3 and
! = 4 are quite tight and significantly better than for
! = 2.
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[5] A. Kowalczyk. Estimates of storage capacity
of multi-layer perceptron with threshold logic
hidden units. Neural networks, to appear.
[6] A. Kowalczyk. VC-formalism with explicit
bounds on error shells size distribution. A
manuscript, 1994.
[7] A. Kowalczyk and H. Ferra. Generalisation
in feedforward networks. NIPS’94, to appear,
1994.

Conclusions

The importance of the 1-dimensional higher order neuron stems from the fact that strict results (e.g. learning
curves) can be derived which can then serve as benchmarks for approximate solutions. We have shown on
the example of a particular learning problem (consistent
learning of a constant) that by incorporating the limited
knowledge of the statistical distribution of error patterns
in the sample space one dramatically improves results
by shifting the (jH j m
i ) learning curve from the VC result
at least half way (on a log scale) towards true learning
curve. This is particularly important for small training
sample sizes (m  12 VC-dimension) where the VCbounds are void. It is worth noting that for this particular
neural network the jH jm
i -learning curve is a distribution independent upper bound on the true learning curve
(which is distribution dependent).
We have also shown that approximate approaches consisting of replacing jH j m
i by a simple estimate (13)
can produce learning curves very close to exact jH jm
ilearning curves suggesting that generalization to the systems where jH jm
i cannot by calculated might be possible. This could lead to a sensible approximate theory
capturing at least certain qualitative properties of learning curves.
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